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The Hottest thing on cd baby. J.STONE is quickly emerging as one of the most prolific and in-demand

male R&B artist of the 21st century. With a smooth delivery and stylish lyrical content, J.STONE holds an

air of sophistication while still maintaining 18 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, URBAN/R&B: Soul

Details: BIOGRAPHY Straight from the south, J.STONE is quickly emerging as one of the most prolific

and in-demand male R&B artist of the 21st century. With a smooth delivery and stylish lyrical content,

J.STONE holds an air of sophistication while still maintaining a street edge. Born Willie J. Stone Jr. in

august of 1984 to Tressa Stone and the Late Willie Stone Sr, this young superstar made his international

debut in 1993 when he competed and won, four times at New York's World Famous "Showtime at the

Apollo". In May of 2002, J.STONE sang the national Anthem at the opening ceremony of a Houston

Astro's Major League Baseball game. That appearance caught the eyes and ears of music fans

worldwide. From the sheer volume of radio call-ins, autograph seekers, and the audience cheers, it is

apparent that J.STONE is the star of any show he performs in. "His voice is so strong, like Donnie

Hathaway" says Super Producer Timbaland. His nationwide impact is undeniable. He is the only person

in the history of BET to compete and win the BET Black College Tour Air Force Singers Spotlight

Competition two times consecutively! " This boy is someone to look out for" , says "Free" of BET's 106

and Park. J.Stone was recently honored as the best male vocalist at Prairie View A&M University where

he is a full-time student studying Mass Communications with an emphasis in Radio and Television.

J.Stone has currently released His long awaited debut album entitled " Impatiently Waiting" on On Point

Entertainment L.L.C, an Independent label formed and owned by his younger brother Matthew "C." Stone

. All of the tracks on this album, which has already been deemed a classic by his peers, showcase

J.Stone's lyrical diversity as well as his vocal ability and writing skills. " Making Timeless music is my
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Goal" says J.STONE. With so much planned in the upcoming months, the voice of the south shows no

sign of stopping. Don't sleep on J.STONE CHECK OUT J.STONE AT WWW.WEONPOINT.NET for

booking info e-mail c_stone@tmail.com
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